
Some students work while studying. This often results in lacking time for education and 
constantly feeling under pressure.
What do you think are the causes of this?
What solutions can you suggest?

Working while studying is becoming very common these days and many are questioning this activity 
since the attention to and focus on what may constitute their future is are diminishing. Usually, a great 
deal of stress is followed by this due to the shortage of time and struggle of mind.

Initially what causes a person to work is obviously financial needs. Although there are many who don’t 
work for the need of money, one can say they are not quite affiliated with their studying major and 
therefore they pursue their business dreams. These days people follow academic courses because they 
feel that having academic certificates or degrees is a must in this era and ergo they step set foot in 
where they don’t like to be and work where they feel comfortable. Even though a debate rises which 
indicates that many are neither working in their favorite workplace nor studying what they like, we 
should always consider some exceptions. So, it is fair to say the main reasons causing one to work while 
they are studying is either financial reasons or lack of interest in their major in university or college.

A great number of people are working in a field which is related to their education and there are many 
who claim this is a reasonable path to go through because they are experiencing what they are learning 
theoretically and this boosts their skills in the future. Finding a related occupation to your education 
field is often challenging and it takes a lot of effort but it is worth trying if you insist to on working while 
you are in universities. It is impossible for clinical sciences to experience the theories until graduation 
and because of the expensive tuitions in universities, people who are in need of money find themselves 
selves in worst of situations. In this case nothing but financial aids of the government is useful. 
Governments should employ a method to loan money to students and start their paybacks after they 
are have graduated. This way they have their most attention on to their study and can worry about 
money later when they are working and earning some money. 


